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A stochastic subgradient method for solving convex stochastic programming 
problems is considered. New on-line rules for determining steps&es are derived 
from the concept of local regularized improvement functions. Convergence with 
probability 1 of the whole method is established. 139 1986 Academic Press, I~C. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to analyse properties of a certain stochastic 
subgradient algorithm for solving the problem: 
minimize F(x) over x E X, (1) 
where X is a convex compact subset of R” and F is a real-valued convex 
function on R”. We assume that neither the values of F nor its ubgradients 
are available. Instead of those, at any point xk one can obtain a random 
vector tk = gk + rk, where gke dF(xk) and rk is a random vector of zero 
expectation. We shall call tk a stochastic subgradient of F at xk. Such a 
situation is typical of stochastic programming problems with objectives of
the form F(x) = Ef(x, O), where 8 is a random parameter and E denotes the 
expected value. In such a problem it is hard to evaluate F or its sub- 
gradients, but stochastic subgradients can be calculated much easier (cf. 
Cl]). 
In [ 1 ] a stochastic subgradient method for solving (1) was suggested, 
which consists in the following iterations: 
xk+ ’ = n,(xk - rktk), (2) 
where r/, is a nonnegative stepsize coefficient and n, denotes the 
orthogonal projection onto X. Since then the method has been extended to 
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nonconvex problems (cf. [4,6, 71) and various improvements consisting in
the application of the averaging of directions have been suggested (cf. 
[ 1, 3, 73). But still one of the crucial questions connected with the 
application f (1) and other recursive stochastic algorithms is the choice of 
the sequence of stepsizes {rk}. The general theoretical rules: ~~ measurable 
with respect o (x0, xl,..., xk), CrZo rk = cc wp 1, C,“=o ET: < co, are insuf- 
ficient inpractice. Some on-line rules are needed to determine stepsizes in
dependence on the behavior of the method. 
Various techniques for correcting stepsizes on-line for manifold 
stochastic recursive algorithms were suggested in [2, 5, 7-101. The ideas of 
[2 and 71 were to use a constant stepsize and to check after a series of 
iterations whether the stepsize used was too large or too small. This 
required the introduction of heuristic measures of the progress of the 
algorithm. Another approach (cf. [5, 7-101) is based on the ideas 
borrowed from the deterministic concept of directional minimization. We 
discuss it in more detail in Section 2, where we also derive a new on-line 
method for correcting stepsizes. In Section 3 properties of the new method 
are analysed and a special kind of convergence with probability 1 of the 
whole algorithm is proved. 
2. DERIVATION OF THE METHOD AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Let us consider the unconstrained version of (2), i.e., the recursive 
algorithm 
xk+Lxk-Tkp, k=O, 1, 2 ,.... (3) 
Let us suppose a stepsize rk _, was used at iteration k - 1 and let us iden- 
tify at xk the relation between zkP, and the stepsize providing 
minimization of F in the direction -gk-‘. To this end Uryasev used in 
[lo] scalar products 
(4) 
where 5i were normalized stochastic subgradients, i.e., gi= 5’/15’1. Itwas 
heuristically suggested in [lo] to correct stepsizes according to the formula 
Tk = rk-, exp( -aiik); c1> 0, (5) 
which provides a natural averaging of cosines Ui observed: 
sk=roexP (-$, a,,>. 
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This heuristic approach was further developed in [S], where the cosines 
(4) were replaced by the variables 
ii, = (tk, Axk), (6) 
where Axk = xk - .xk ‘. These variables may be considered as stochastic 
subgradients of improvement functions 
Ek~,~k(7)=Ek-I[F(Xk)-F(Xk-‘)] (7) 
calculated at rk- i (we denote by Ek the conditional expectation with 
respect o the o-subfield Yk generated by {x0, to,..., tk ~‘, x”}). In [S] for- 
mula (5) for correcting stepsizes was replaced with: 
where an artificial term - 6rkP, has been introduced to provide con- 
vergence. For a convex objective F convergence wp 1 of the sequence of 
weighted means 
Xk = c:= 0 ‘ix’ 
c:=o 7i 
(9) 
to a solution of (1) was proved, provided that noises rk = ck - gk are 
uniformly bounded for k = 0, l,... . 
Independently, for a more complex algorithm with averaging of direc- 
tions, in [8,9] a regularized improvement function 
Ek-,(Pk(7)=Ek~,[F(Xk)-F(Xk-1)+;~ lAxk12] (J.20) (10) 
was considered and it was suggested to use its stochastic subgradients 
U,=(<k,AXk)+dlA~k(2 (11) 
to correct stepsizes according to the formula 
where Z > 0 and 7 > 0 are fixed constants. The use of function (10) instead 
of (7) (the use of the quadratic regularizing term in (11)) made it possible 
to prove in [S and 91 convergence wp 1 of the sequence {x”} to the set of 
stationary points of F even for nonconvex objectives and under much less 
restrictive noise conditions, than the boundedness condition of [S] (we for- 
mulate this condition as (H5) in Sect. 3). 
However, both approaches mentioned above suffer from the necessity of 
introducing to (8) and (12) artificial forcing terms -67,~-, . As proved in 
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[S], for a twice continuously differentiable objective F these terms prevail 
in the neighborhood of the solution and it turns out that 
lim (k+l)r,=1/6 wp 1, 
k-m 
i.e., {rk) behaves asymptotically as (I/6@ + l)), a classical harmonic 
sequence. This explains to some extent convergence properties ofthe whole 
method, but also means that stepsize regulation by iik in (8) and uk in (12) 
becomes negligible ask -+ co. Furthermore, numerical experiments with the 
method of [8,9] indicated that the value of 6 in (12) is irrelevant, and one 
observes nice convergence properties with 6 = 0. 
In this paper we combine the approaches of [8 and 10) and analyse 
properties of the following method 
Xk+l=nX(Xk-Tk~k), k = 0, 1, 2,... (13) 
with stepsizes controlled on-line for k = 0, 1, 2,... by
rk=min{?, t&r exp[min(& -cruk)l>, (14) 
where r0 > 0 and Z. q, and a are fixed positive constants. In (14) quantities 
uk, k = 0, 1,2 ,..., are defined by (1 1 ), i.e., we consider an entire closed-loop 
stepsize regulation with no artificial forcing terms. 
We hope that such a stepsize rule will increase practical efficiency ofthe 
method in comparison with a predetermined sequence of step coefficients 
(e.g., U/P+ WY P es ecially at the initial stage of the process, when sub- 
gradients gk prevail over noises rk. An elementary argument shows that in 
the extreme case of rk =O, k =0, 1,2,..., X= R”, FE%‘* with its Hessian 
satisfying m lzl* d (z, V*F(x) z) 6 M lz/* for all x and z in R” (m > 0), 
stepsize rule (14) yields convergence of (x”} at a linear rate, which 
obviously is not true for a harmonic sequence of stepsizes and thus for the 
rule (12). 
Let us now formulate assumptions which we shall use in the analysis of 
the method (13), (14) (11): 
(Hl) The set X is compact. 
(H2) The function F is convex on R”. 
(H3) Let v=sup{~:F(y)>F(x)+ (g,y-x)+p ly-x/* for all 
x, y E X and any g E dF(x)}. We assume that A + v > 0. 
(H4) For k = 0, 1,2,... we have wp 1: 
(a) tk=gk+rk, 
(b) gk E Wxk), 
(C) Ekrk = 0. 
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(H5) There exists constants 0 > 0 and S such that for each z E R” 
with I=( Gs,, one has 
E, exp(z, r”) 6 S wp 1 for k = 0, 1, 2... 
Remark 1. Obviously, for any convex F one has v > 0 in (H3). If v > 0 
we may use A = 0 in (11) and obtain a method close to that of [S], but 
without terms - &, , . For v = 0, however, the regularizing- terms in (10) 
and (11) are essential. 
Remark 2. Under (H5), for each m > 0 all conditional moments 
E, lrklm are uniformly bounded for k = 0, 1, 2,.... Indeed, setting the jth 
coordinate of z in (H5) equal to +s, and the other equal to 0, we obtain 
E, exp( +s,,rr) <S. Since IsOr:lm <m!(exp(s,rF) $exp( --SOY;)) we obtain 
the required bound. Still, (H5) is much weaker than the boundedness con- 
dition of [S], and holds, e.g., for a normal distribution. 
In the next section we shall analyse properties of the method (13), (14), 
(11) under (H 1 )-(H5) and we shall prove convergence of weighted means 
(9) to the solution set of (1). 
3. CONVERGENCE 
We start by proving some useful properties of stepsizes {rk} generated 
by the feedback rule ( 14). 
LEMMA 1. Assume (H 1 ), (H4), and (H5). Then for each E > 0 there 
exists S,(E) > 0 such that for all 0 <s < So and all k > 1 one has 
E,exp[-as((rk,dxk)+cIdxk12)]<l. (15) 
Proof: By the boundedness of X, (dxkl < T for some T > 0 and each 
k 20. Hence it follows from (H5) that Ek exp( -as(rk, Axk)) exists for any 
0 < s < s,/aT. Let us now use the inequality 
exp( -PY) + evh) < 2 + p2Cev( - Y) + ew(y)l 
which holds for every p E [O; l] and all y E R’. Setting p = as IAxkl /sO and 
y = sO( rk, Axk)/ 1 Axkl we obtain for 0 <s < s,/aT the relation 
exp( -as(rk, Axk >) + exp(as(rk, A.xk)) 
<2f(as \Ax~J/.Y~)~ [exp(-so(rk, Axk)/(Axkl) 
+ exp(s,(rk, Axk)/(Axkl)]. 
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Let us apply the operator Ek to both sides of the above inequality. By
(H5), the right-hand side does not exceed 2 + Cs2 ldxk12, where 
C= 2S(a/.~,)~. Observe also that by (H4)(c) and the Jensen inequality one 
has Ek exp(as( rk, Axk ) ) > 1. Therefore 
E, exp( -as(rk, Axk)) < 1 + Cs* Idxk12 <exp(C.s2 IAxk12) 
for every 0 6 s < solaT and each k 3 1. If additionally s < a&/C we obtain 
Ekexp(-as(rk, Axk))<exp(as& IAxk12), 
as required. 
Let us now define for s > 0 a sequence of positive random variables 
pk = 7; exp[asF(xk)], k = 0, 1, 2 ,...  (16) 
LEMMA 2. Assume (H 1 )-( H5). Then there xists 2 > 0 such that for any 
0 <s < s2 the sequence (pk} is convergent wp 1. 
Proof From (14) we immediately obtain 
By (H3), (H4), and (11) we have 
~,>(r~,Ax~)+F(x~)-F(x~-‘)+(3L+v)~Ax“~~. 
The two above inequalities yield 
By (H3), A+ v > 0. It follows from Lemma 1 that one can choose s2 > 0 
such that for E = i(A + v) and all 0 < s < s2 inequality (15) is satisfied for all 
k > 1. Then one obtains 
&j.‘k<pk-1 eXp(-CrSE IAxk12), k = 1, 2, 3 ,...  
Since X is bounded, 1 Axkl 6 T for some T> 0. By the convexity of exp( * ) 
we can rewrite the above inequality as follows: 
&?‘kGPk-I-Ch-, lAxklZ, k = 1, 2,..., (17) 
where C = 1 - exp( -assT2)/T2. Thus for all 0 < s < s2 the sequence {pk} is 
a convergent supermartingale (cf., e.g., Cl]), which completes the proof. 
From the proof of the above lemma we easily derive the following useful 
result. 
409/114/2-15 
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LEMMA 3. Assume (H 1) - (H5). Then for any s > 0 
f, E(T”,-. , (dxy} < co wp 1. 
k=l 
Proof Let us take the expectation of both sides of (17). Since pk > 0 for 
all k30 one must have for O<s<s,, 
The values of F are uniformly bounded in X, and thus 
for all 0 < s < s2. Since rk < ? by construction, the above inequality holds 
for each s > 0, as required. 
In what follows we shall frequently use the following simple, but general, 
result. 
LEMMA 4. Let {ak) be a sequence of random variables atisfying for all 
k 2 1 the conditions: 
(i) ak is measurable with respect to gk+ ‘; 
(ii) Ekak = 0; 
(iii) E,aE < A, where A is a certain constant. 
Then for any s > 0 the sequence of random variables 
b = (C:=I Ti--lai)’ 
k (Cf=, Ti&l)l+” 
k = 1, 2,..., 
is convergent wp 1, and there exists a constant B(s) such that 
Ebk < B(s), k = 1, 2,...  
If additionally 
k$/k= +O” wP1 
then 
wp 1. 
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Proof: Let us denote for brevity 
w,= i Ti, k = 1, 2,...  
i=O 
Since zk, k = 0, l,..., are Fk+’ -measurable by construction of the 
method, we have 
We shall prove that there exists a constant B(s) such that 
A c W,-(‘+%f<B(s) wp 1. (19) 
k=l 
To this end let us fix m 2 1 and construct a random sequence of indices kj, 
j=O, 1,2,...,1, setting ko=O and kj+,=min(i:Ch=k,+lrk>t} for 
j=O, 1, 2 ,.... Ifthere is no such k,, 1 for some j, we set kj+ , = m, I= j + 1, 
and stop. For any m > 0 we then have 
k=l j=O k,+ 1 
I- 1 k +I 
< c w<(‘+s) t: T& 
j=O k=k,+ 1 
Since 0 < zk < Z and Cf:i,+, rk < 2f, one has c&I,,, , z: d 4f2. Hence 
m I- 1 
c K (i++z-z4p 1 wcfl+s). 
k=l j=O 
By construction, wk, > r. + jf, j= 0 ,..., I- 1. Thus 
I- I
(1+s)T:<4f2 C (ro+jf)-('+')<4f2 f (~,+jf)-(l+S) 
k=l j=O j=O 
409/114/2-l 5% 
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for any m >O. Since the series on the right-hand side of the above 
inequality is deterministic and convergent for any s > 0, relation (19) is 
true. From (18) and (19) via the martingale convergence theorem (cf. [1 I), 
follow the first two assertions ofour lemma. 
To prove the third assertion observe that for 0 <s < 1 one has 
By virtue of the first assertion of the lemma the first factor is convergent 
wp 1 as k -+ co, while the second factor tends to 0 wp 1 by assumption. The 
proof is complete. 
Remark 3. It is easy to see that the above lemma holds for an arbitrary 
sequence {TV} such that 0 < rk 6 Z and rk is Fk+ l-measurable for 
k = 0, 1, 2 ,...  
We shall now prove that the sequence { rk} generated by (14) satisfies 
the additional condition of Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 5. Assume (Hl)-(H5). Then 
,+k=- wpl. 
Proof Let us recall the sequence {pk) defined by (16). By Lemma 2, 
for all sufficiently small s > 0 there exists wp 1 a limit pm = limk _ m pk. If 
po; > 0 then the sequence { rk) is bounded from below by a positive con- 
stant and the assertion of our lemma holds. It remains to consider these 
events, for which poo = 0. Then alSO rk --f 0. By (14), tk 2 Z, eXp( -c;= 2 U;), 
and thus one must have CE2 ui= +co. Obviously, InkI d ltkl ldxkl + 
2 ldxk12dTkpl(l<kl l<k-‘l +hkkl Itk-112)<Tk-2uk-l, where n&l= 
exp(s)(l<kl It”-‘\ +AZ l<kP’12). By Remark 2 there is a constant V such 
that Ek 0: < V2 for all k >, 1. Consequently, ct=+i ui < cf=, ~~ _ i ui < wk _, [U 
+ Wi!, Cf=, ~;-l (vi - Ei~i)] d Wk-j{6 + 1 + Wc?,[Cf=I zi-l(Ui- 
E,u,)]“}. By the first assertion of Lemma 4 (s= l), the expression in 
brackets on the right-hand side of the above inequality is convergent wp 1 
as k + co. Thus, if x:2, ui-’ cc as k+ co, one must have 
lim k--tm W, ~, = + co, which completes the proof. 
Having established useful properties of stepsizes (rk) we are now ready 
to prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. Assume (Hl)-(H5). Let {x”} be a sequence of points 
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generated by the method (13), (14), (11) and let {X”} be the sequence of 
weighted means of {x”} defined as follows 
Xk = c;“=,, Tixi 
CF=O7i ’ 
k = 0, 1, 2 ,...  
Then wp 1 each accumulation point of the sequence (X”} is a solution to (1). 
Proof: Let x* be a solution to (1) and let p=min,.,F(x)=F(x*). 
Since X is convex, for any y E R” one has 
Setting y = xk - 7k tk we obtain 
(Axk+’ +7k(k,Xk+dXk+‘-x*)<0. 
Thus 
(Axk+‘, Xk-XX*)< -~dXk+‘12-7k(~k,Xk-X*)-7k(<k,dXk+1). 
With a view to the subgradient inequality (gk, x* -xk) <p -F’(x”) one 
obtains 
IX kfl pxe12 
= ~x~-x*~~+~(Ax~+‘, xk-xX*) + IAxk+‘12 
<~Xk-X*(2-27k(~k,Xk-X*)-27k(~k,AXk+1)-~A~k+’(2 
< Ixk-x*12-27k[F(xk)-C1]-27k(rk, xk-xX*) 
-2~,(<~, Axk+‘) 
<Ix’-x*/‘-2 i q[F(x’)-p+(ri,xi-x*)+(~i,Axi+‘)]. 
i=O 
By the convexity of F, 
and one can rewrite the last inequality as follows 
Ix k+‘-~*(2<<xo-~*~2-2Wk 
[ 
F(Xk)-p+ W,-1 i T~(#,~~-~*) 
i=O 
+ W,-’ t ti(<‘, Ax’+’ 4 (20) i=O 
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We shall now prove that 
We have 
lim WC’ 
k - Lc 
f Z,(Yi, xi-x*> =o. 
110 
k 
W,’ C zi(ri,x’-xx*) 
i= I 
(21) 
k 
+ W;), C .- 1 7, * A- 1 I(?, .x-x*)\. (22) 
i=l 7i-l 
By (Hl), (H4)(c) and Lemmas 4 and 5, 
lim W;f I i, 7i-l( r’, xi-x*> =o wp 1. (23) k+m 
Let us consider the second component of (22). Let C= aT[exp(q)- l]/q, 
T = diam X. By the convexity of exp( .) we get 
w,-‘, i zi-1 -A- 
l I 
1 I(#, xi-x*>1 
i= I 7i&, 
6 TWi! I i$ zi- 1 Id Iexp[min(q, - auj)l - 1 I 
aw,.! 1 j, 7;- 1 /ril u;l 
<CW,-l, itl 7‘i- ,(I4 IFI Jdx’l + 1 Idxi12). (24) 
The series Cz 1 7i- r jdx’)’ is convergent wp 1 by Lemma 3, hence it 
follows from Lemma 5 that WL~, Cf=, 7i-, Idx’l* ---) 0 wp 1 as k + co. 
As for the first component of the right-hand side of (24), from Schwartz 
inequality we obtain 
W;J, i ti-1 18) I<‘1 IAX’ 
2 
i=l > 
k 
= WF! 1 C zi-, (riJ2 lti12 Idx’12. 
,=I 
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By (Hl) and (H5), there exists C1 such that Ei jr’12 ((‘12<CI wp 1 for 
i= 1, 2,.... Hence it follows from Lemma 3 that the series 
is convergent wp 1. Lemma 5 then implies that 
lim W;? 1 ;$, T,pl lYil 15’1 IdX’I =o Wp 1. 
k-a, 
This combined with (24) and (23) proves (21). 
Let us return to inequality (20) and prove that also 
>rn= w,-’ i Ti([‘,dXi+‘)=o wp 1. 
i=O 
(25) 
By Schwartz inequality, 
w,-’ i Ti I([‘, dX’+‘)l 
i=O 
112 
. (26) 
The second factor in (26) is convergent wp 1 by Lemma 2, as k + co. For 
the first factor in (26) we have 
GeXP(V) W;Z, i Ti-1 15’12 
i= I 
+Cexp(r]) Wi!, i Tip1, 
;= I 
where C is an upper bound for Ei 15’1 2, existing by (H 1 ), (H2), (H4), and 
VW 
From Lemmas 4 and 5 we obtain 
lim W;?, 
k-cc 
i Ti- 1(I(‘12-Ei l~‘I’)=O wp 1. 
i= I 
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Lemma 5 immediately implies that 
w,-f, i: 7, ,=Wi’, +o wpl,ask 
i- I 
The last three relations combined with (26) yield (25). 
By virtue of (21) and (25) one can rewrite inequality 
form 
+ 03. 
(20) in a compact 
IX k+l-X*~*=~X”-x*~2-2 1 zi(F(Xk)-p+sSk), k=O, 1,2 ,..., (27) 
I=0 
where 
lim Sk=0 
k-m 
wp 1. (28) 
If lim sup F(Xk) >p we obtain a contradiction of (27), (28), and 
Lemma 5. Thus lim sup F(Xk) 6 p. Since Xk is a convex combination of xi, 
i = 0, 1 )...) k and X is convex, one must have Xk E X and lim, _ m F(Xk) = p, 
which completes the proof. 
4. EXTENSION TO THE METHOD OF 
AGGREGATE STOCHASTIC SUBGRADIENTS 
The results of the previous ection make it possible to simplify the step- 
size rules in the method of aggregate stochastic subgradients introduced in 
[8]. The method constructs equences of random directions dkE R” and 
random points xk E X, k = 0, 1, 2,..., according to the formulae: 
dk=(5k+zkYkdk~1)/(1+Yk), (29) 
Xk+'=&(Xk-Tk(l+Yk)dk), (30) 
where rk is a positive stepsize, ykis a positive aggregation coefftcient, and
Zk E (0, 1) is a reset coefficient. A  the starting point x0 we set d&l = 0. 
The idea of aggregating stochastic subgradients by (29) proved to be 
helpful in practical calculations, e pecially ifboth rk and Yk are calculated 
on-line by rules imilar to those described in Sect. 2 (see [8,9]). In view of 
the results of the previous ection one can simplify the formulae of [S, 91 
as follows: 
zk = min{ t, rk ~ I exp(min(?, -tI&))}, 
Yk=min(% Yk&I exp(-PYk))t 
(31) 
(32) 
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where f > 0, 7 2 0, q > 0, u > 0, /I > 0 are fixed constants; 
uk= (tk, Axk) +i (Axk12 (33) 
and 
vk=zk~,((~k,dxk-‘)+~(dxk,dxk-l)) (34) 
are re-scaled stochastic subgradients with respect o rk- i and yk-, of the 
regularized improvement function (10) with 12 0. If the reset coefficient zk 
is defined in such a way that 
zk = 0 if JAxkJ ~ A,i, or /tkP’l >cJ‘, (35) 
where Amin > 0 and G > 0 are arbitrary but fixed, one can easily prove con- 
vergence of the method (29)(34) under (Hl)-(H5). 
Lemmas l-5 remain true. To prove the convergence theorem for the 
extended version of the method we only need one simple additional result. 
LEMMA 6. Assume (H 1 )-(H5). Then there xists a constant C such that 
for all k 2 1, 
Zk (dk-‘1 <c. 
Proof: It follows from (29) that 
1 +:,-, “‘-I) 
By construction, zkltk- ’ 1 < d and thus for every k we obtain 
Since (1 + yO) do = to, we get by induction 
dk- k= 1, 2, 3 ,.... 
Consequently, 
zk ldkpll <zk (tk-‘l +&J<(l +?)a, 
as required. 
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THEOREM 2. Assume (H 1 )-(H5). Let {x”} be a sequence of points 
generated t.~j the method (29)-(35) and let {X”> he the sequence of weighted 
means of’ {x” } defined us follows 
Then wp 1 each accumulation point of the sequence {X” } is a solution to ( 1). 
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1 with rkrk replaced by 
7,(1 +Yk)dk=7k~k+7kIkYkdk~1, one can easily derive an inequality 
similar to (20): 
IX k+‘-x*12< /x0-x*1*-2Wk F(Xk)-p+ W;’ i tj(r’, .x’--xx*) 
I=0 
k 
+ W,’ c ti(t’, Ax’+‘) 
,=O 
k 
+ w,-’ c 7il,y;(d~ ‘,x’+‘-x*) 1 . (36) i=o 
In view of (21) and (25) it remains to prove that 
k 
lim W;’ 1 tiZiy,(d~~~‘,xi+‘-x*)=0 wp 1. (37) 
k+oo i=O 
Since I, E { 0, 1 }, by Lemma 6 there is C > 0 such that for i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
Z;I&‘I=IfId-‘l<CZ;. 
It follows from (35) that 
Taking into account (H l), (31), and (32) we conclude that there is C, > 0 
such that for all k >, 1 
w,-’ 5 7,Z;y,(cP’,x’f -x*)<c,w;’ i 7,Jdxi12. 
i=l i=l 
Lemmas 3 and 5 now immediately ield (37). 
Inequality (36) combined with (21), (25), and (37) gives (27) again, and 
the desired result follows. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
In the paper on-line rules for determining stepsizes in stochastic sub- 
gradient methods have been constructed and analysed. Contrary to earlier 
constructions [S, 8, 9, lo], these are entire feedback rules with no 
additional means predetermining asymptotic properties of the sequence of 
stepsizes. This feature has been achieved at the expense of weakening the 
convergence results of [S]: instead of convergence with probability one of 
the sequence of main iterates {x”} we prove only convergence with 
probability one of their convex combinations (X”}. 
It appears possible to adopt our approach to many other recursive 
stochastic algorithms thus broadening the area of their applications, while 
preserving their theoretical convergence properties. 
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